ANU Webinar Week program: 22 – 26 June 2020

ANU College of Engineering & Computer Science

**Computing at ANU**

Josh Milthorpe, ANU College of Economics & Computer Science

4 – 5pm AEST Monday 22 June

From interactive lab demonstrations and classrooms to live coding exercises, our conveners and tutors can do virtually anything.

Join us for this webinar to learn how we’ve adapted our world-leading ANU computing courses for remote delivery in Semester 2 2020.

[Register now](#)

**Engineering at ANU**

Nan Yang and Ankur Sharma

6 - 7pm AEST Monday 22 June

From interactive lab demonstrations and classrooms to live engineering workshops, our conveners and tutors can do virtually anything.

Join us for this webinar to learn how we’ve adapted our world-leading ANU engineering courses for remote delivery in Semester 2 2020.

[Register now](#)